To commit to our essential agreement, I will show respect and independence so I can be a thinker and principled student - Koni

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show integrity so I can be a principled student - Joshua

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show creativity and confidence to become an open-minded and risk taking person. Ailis

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show tolerance, so I can be an open-minded person. Tara

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show respect and cooperation, so I can be a caring and principled student. Charlee

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show respect and creativity, so I can be a creative student - Andi

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show tolerance and respect, so I can be a risk taker in grade 4. Kai

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show confidence and creativity, so I can be an open-minded and risk taking student. Lejla

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show that I am caring, so I can be a respectful student. Jacob

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show confidence and respect at all times in grade four. Odin.

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show confidence and cooperation, so I can be a risk taking and caring student. Indy

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show respect and confidence, so I can be a caring and risk taking student. Giselle.

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show caring and tolerance, so I can be a respectful student. Summer Catto

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show integrity, so I can be a principled student. Jessica

To commit to our essential agreement, I will show respect and tolerance, so I can be an open-minded student. Arwin.
❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show respect and commitment to my work. **Emma**

❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show respect and kindness. **Paris**

❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show confidence and creativity, so I can be an open-minded and risk taking student. **Vanessa**

❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show respect and confidence so I can be open minded and be a risk taker. **Tseyon**

❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show that I am a caring, open minded and communicating student. **Summer Farley**

❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show that I am a responsible student. **Hanoor.**

❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show that I am a caring, open minded and communicating student. **Holly**

❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show that I am confident when working and being a risk taker. **Shafin**

❖ To commit to our essential agreement, I will show that I will show responsibility to my learning. **Natasha**